Introduction: Unsteady flow in pipes and nozzles occur frequently in engineering applications and they pose special problems of measurement and calibration. When the Reynolds number is high the entrance region of a pipe (following a smooth contraction) is characterized by a thin boundary layer and the unsteady effects are then bound up in the unsteady behavior of the boundary layer. Woblesse and Farrell [1] 2 have recently considered unsteady effects in laminar pipe entrance flows that start from rest by an integral method. Periodic disturbances also arise which require a different treatment. The primary interest of the present work is for thin entrance boundary layers subject to peridodic disturbances. In either case the ratio of the average velocity to the velocity in the potential core is where 6* is the usual displacement thickness and R is the pipe radius. I n steady flow this ratio is just the "discharge coefficient", cd. I n unsteady flow i t is very desirable to know how this ratio changes with time because many of the presently available experimental methods enable one to measure Voore but not V,", readily. I n this brief note we will estimate the unsteady effects of a periodic, fluctuating main flow on the displacement thickness of a laminar, flat plate boundary layer. It is assumed that the boundary layer is sufficiently thin compared to the radius of a'pipe so that the pressure gradient caused by this effect in a pipe can be neglected; the results should then be directly applicable to equation (I).
The problem then becomes one of determining the effect on 6* of a core or main stream velocity given by where e is a small parameter, w is the angular frequency of excitation, UO is a constant reference velocity, and j is the imaginary time factor. Recently Miller and Han [2] have analyzed the flat plate boundary layer equations with the mainstream oscillations given by equation (2) by an integral technique. They present numerical results for the frequency parameter wX/Uo running from zero to about 2.5. Previously Lighthill [3] and Gibellato [4] have considered the same problem: Lighthill provided both low frequency and high frequency approxima- The Displacement Thickness: The displacement thickness 6* is computed from the formula of which the first term is the~steady state term, as*. Thejtuctuating displacement thickness 1s given by the second integral and i f we put 6* = 6,* + cejWt6l* we find that the ratio 61*/6,) can be expressed in the closed form
61"
--
1 where C,, S, are Fresnel integrals (see reference [6] ). . Equation (6) is plotted in Fig. 1 from which it may be seen that both real and imaginary parts are negative3 for all values / of frequency parameter w X / U o . But, as Lighthill observed, the main point is that the ratio, equation (6), does not exceed unity. This has the important practical result that the difference between the fractional values of the fluctuating average and fluctuating core velocities of equation (1) 
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Following Miller and Han we express this as the ratio of the fluctuating value to the steady value, i.e., and this ratio too can be expressed in closed form after noting that error functions of complex numbers whose arguments are +~/ 4 are easily expressed in the C 2 and & functions. The result is sin q + ,/9 SIP) + ; ( 2 J9 c 2 ( q )
The phase is always positive and is within a few degrees of the Miller and Han calculations; actually equation (7) agrees more closely with the results of Lighthill. GibeIIato's two term series agrees well also although only u p to wX/Uo .v I. Similarly the real part of equation (7) agrees well with the results of references [2, 31.
